Informal communication (e-mail, bulletin boards) poses a difficult learning environment because traditional grammatical and lexical information are noisy. Other information is necessary for tasks such as named entity detection. How topic-centric, or informative, a word is can be valuable information. It is well known that informative words are best modeled by "heavy-tailed" distributions, such as mixture models. However, informativeness scores do not take full advantage of this fact. We introduce a new informativeness score that directly utilizes mixture model likelihood to identify informative words. We use the task of extracting restaurant names from bulletin board posts as a way to determine effectiveness. We find that our "mixture score" is weakly effective alone and highly effective when combined with Inverse Document Frequency. We compare against other informativeness criteria and find that only Residual IDF is competitive against our combined IDF/Mixture score.
INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the problem of extracting information from informal, written communication. At the time of this writing, Google.com catalogs eight billion web pages. There are easily that number of e-mail, newsgroup and bulletinboard posts each day. The web is filled with information, but even more information is available in the informal communications people send and receive on a day-to-day basis. We call this communication informal because structure is not explicit and the writing is not fully grammatical. Web pages are highly structured. They use links, headers and tags to mark-up the text and identify important pieces of information. Newspaper text is harder to deal with. Gone is the computer-readable structure. But, newspaper articles have proper grammar with correct punctuation and capitalization; part-of-speech taggers show high accuracy on newspaper text. In informal communication, even these basic cues are noisy-grammar rules are bent, capitalization may be ignored or used haphazardly and punctuation use is creative. There is good reason why little work has been done on this topic: the problem is challenging and data can be difficult to attain due to privacy issues. Yet, the volume of informal communication that exists makes us believe that trying to chip away at the information extraction problem is a useful endeavor.
Restaurants are one subject where informal communication is highly valuable. Much information about restaurants can be found on the web and in newspaper articles. Zagat's publishes restaurant guides. Restaurants are also discussed on mailing lists and bulletin boards. When a new restaurant opens, it often takes weeks, or months before reviews are published on the web or in the newspaper (Zagat's guides take even longer). However, restaurant bulletin boards contain information about new restaurants almost immediately after they open (sometimes even before they open). They are also "up" on major changes: a temporary closure, new management, better service or a drop in food quality. This information is difficult to find elsewhere.
This timely information can be difficult to extract. Systems that extract named entities from newspaper articles rely heavily on capitalization, punctuation and correct partof-speech information. In informal communication, much of this information is noisy-other features need to be incorporated. An important sub-task of extracting information from restaurant bulletin boards is identifying restaurant names. It has been found that named entities, like restaurant names, are highly relevant to the topic of a document [6] . If we had a good measure of how topic-oriented, or "informative," each word was, we would be better able to identify named entities. It is well known that informative words have "peaked" or "heavy-tailed" frequency distributions [5] . Many informativeness scores have been introduced, including Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) [11] , Residual IDF [4] , x I [2] , the z-measure [8] and Gain [12] . Only x makes direct use of the fit of a word's frequency statistics to a peaked/heavy-tailed distribution. However, x I does a poor job of finding informative words. We introduce a new informativeness score that is based on the fit of a word's frequency statistics to a mixture of 2 Unigram distributions. We find that it is effective at identifying topic-centric words. We also find that it combines well with IDF. Our combined IDF/Mixture score is highly effective at identifying informative words. In our restaurant extraction task, only one other informativeness score, Residual IDF, is competitive. Using Residual IDF or our combined IDF/Mixture score, our ability to identify restaurant names is significantly better than using capitalization, punctuation and part-of-speech information alone. In more formal or structured settings, informativeness may be of marginal use, but here we find it to be of great value.
INFORMATIVENESS MEASURES
Inverse document frequency (IDF) is an informativeness score that was originally introduced by Jones [11] . It embodies the principle that the more rare a word is, the greater the chance it is relevant to those documents in which it appears. Specifically, the IDF score for a word, w, is IDF = − log (docs with w) (total # docs) .
The IDF score has long been used to weight words for information retrieval. It has also been used with success in text classification [10, 13] . Recently, Papineni [12] showed that the IDF score can be derived as the optimal classification weight for a special self-classification problem using an exponential model and a generalized form of likelihood. In short, IDF has seen much success and has theoretical justification. However, it is a weak identifier of informative words.
Since the introduction of IDF, many other informativeness scores have been introduced. Bookstein and Swanson [2] introduce the x I measure for a word w,
where fw is the frequency of word w and dw is the document frequency of word w (number of documents in which w occurs). Informative words tend to exhibit "peaked" distributions with most occurrences coming in a handful of documents. This score makes sense at the intuitive level since, for two words with the same frequency, the one that is more concentrated will have the higher score. However, this score has a bias toward frequent words, which tend to be less informative.
Harter [8] noted that frequency statistics of informative or "specialty" words tend to fit poorly to a Poisson distribution. He suggested that informative words may be identified by observing their fit to a mixture of 2 Poissons ("2-Poisson") model; he introduced the z-measure as a criterion for identifying informative words. The z-measure, introduced earlier by [3] , is a general measure between two distributions. It computes the difference between means divided by square-root of the summed variances:
Harter found that this measure could be used to identify informative words for keyword indexing.
Twenty years later, Church and Gale [4] noted that nearly all words have IDF scores that are larger than what one would expect according to an independence-based model (such as the Poisson). They note that interesting or informative should tend to have the largest deviations from what would be expected. They introduced the Residual IDF score, which is the difference between the observed IDF and the IDF that would be expected:
The intuition for this measure is similar to that of Bookstein and Swanson's x I -measure. Words that are clustered in few documents will tend to have higher Residual IDF scores. However, whereas x I has a bias toward high-frequency words, Residual IDF has the potential to be largest for mediumfrequency words. As such, it serves as a better informativeness score. In our experiments, we find that Residual IDF is the most effective individual informativeness score.
Recently, Papineni [12] showed that IDF is the "optimal weight of a word with respect to minimization of a KullbackLieber distance." He notes that the weight (IDF) is different from the importance or "gain" of a feature. He suggests that the gain in likelihood attained by introducing a feature can be used to identify "important" or informative words. He derives the gain for a word w as
where dw is the document frequency of word w and D is the total number of documents. Extremely rare and extremely common words have low gain. Medium-frequency words have higher gain. A weakness of this measure is that it relies solely on document frequency-it does not take account for "peaked-ness" of a word's frequency distribution. These informativeness measures represent a variety of approaches to identifying informative words. Only Harter's z-measure directly makes use of how a word's frequency statistics fit a heavy-tailed mixture distribution. Yet, our study indicates that the z-measure is a poor identifier of informative words. In the next section, we introduce a new measure based on a word's fit to a mixture distribution.
MIXTURE MODELS
It is a given that topic-centric words are somewhat rare. But we think that they also exhibit two modes of operation: (1) a high frequency mode, when the document is relevant to the word, and (2) a low (or zero) frequency mode, when the document is irrelevant. A mixture is well-suited to model this behavior. We think that we can identify informative words by looking at the difference in log-likelihood between a mixture model and a simple unigram model.
We propose that informative words can be effectively modeled with mixtures. For each word, we treat each document as a sequence of coin flips, heads (H) representing an occurrence and tails (T) representing a non-occurrence. Consider the following four short "documents":
{{HHH}, {T T T }, {HHH}, {T T T }}
The simplest model for sequential binary data (coin flips) is the unigram. For binary data, the unigram uses a single parameter which represents the chance of heads on each flip:
We use hi for the number of heads and ni for the number of flips per document. The unigram is a poor model for the above data. The maximum likelihood unigram parameter is θ = 0.5 and the data likelihood is 2 −12 . The unigram has no capability to model the switching nature of the data. A mixture is a composite model. It randomly selects between a number of component models. The likelihood for a mixture of two unigrams is:
Here, the maximum likelihood parameters areλ = 0.5,φ1 = 1,φ2 = 0 and the data likelihood is 2 −4 . In effect, the mixture model makes 4 equi-probable decisions whereas the unigram makes 12 decisions. The two extra parameters of the mixture allow for a much better modeling of the data. When data exhibits two distinct modes of behavior, such as with our coin example, the mixture will yield a much higher data likelihood than the simple unigram. Now we are ready to introduce our new informativeness score. For each word, we find maximum-likelihood parameters for both the unigram and mixture models. Our "Mixture score" is then the log-odds of the two likelihoods:
We use a ratio because we are interested in knowing the comparative improvement of the mixture model over the simple unigram. And, the log-odds ratio grounds the score at zero. The mixture is strictly more expressive than the simple unigram, so we can guarantee that the score will be non-negative.
EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION
We use Expectation-Maximization to maximize the likelihood of the mixture model. We avoid a full discussion of EM because it is not essential to the understanding of our contributions. See Dempster et al. for more information [7] . EM uses a bound to iteratively update model parameters to increase likelihood. Since likelihood as a function of mixture parameters is not convex, the maximum EM finds may only be local. To increase our chances of finding a global maximum, we use two starting points: (1) one slightly offset from the unigram model, and (2) one "split" model where the first unigram component is set to zero and the second component and the mixing parameter (λ) are set to otherwise maximize the likelihood of the data. We found that this worked well to find global maxima-extensive random sampling never found a higher likelihood parameter setting.
FINDING RESTAURANTS
We think that the Mixture score can serve as an effective term informativeness score. To evaluate the correctness of our belief, we use the task of identifying restaurant names in posts to a restaurant discussion bulletin board. We treat each thread as a document and calculate various informativeness scores using word-thread statistics. Restaurants are often the topic of discussion and tend to be highly informative words. The task of identifying them serves as a good test ground for any measure that claims to rate informativeness. We collected posts from the board and hand-labeled them. The next section details our findings.
The Restaurant Data
We used as a test-bed posts from a popular restaurant bulletin board. The maintainers of the site moderate the board and lay out a set of ground rules for posting. The people who post are not professional restaurant reviewers. They simply enjoy eating and discussing what they have eaten. Information about restaurants can be found in the discussions that ensue. Major metropolitan areas each have their own bulletin board; other boards are grouped by region.
We collected and labeled six sets of threads of approximately 100 posts each from a single board (615 posts total). We used Adwait Ratnaparkhi's MXPOST and MXTERMI-NATOR 1 software to determine sentence boundaries, tokenize the text and determine part-of-speech. We then handlabeled each token as being part of a restaurant name or not. Labeling of the 56,018 tokens took one person about five hours of time. 1,968 tokens were labeled as (part of) a restaurant name. The number of restaurant tokens per set ranged from 283 to 436. We found 5,956 unique tokens. Of those, 325 were used at least once as part of a restaurant name. We used a separate set of data for developing and debugging our experiment code.
INFORMATIVENESS FILTERING
Here we explore how the various measures serve as informativeness filters. First, we consider the density of restaurant tokens in the top-ranked words. Both Gain and IDF serve as poor informativeness filters, at least with respect to restaurant names-only occasional restaurant tokens are found in words ranked highest by Gain and IDF. The x Imeasure ranks some restaurant tokens highly-five of the top 10 words occur at least once as part of a restaurant. However, these tokens only appear in restaurant names very rarely. None of the top 30 x I words occur as part of restaurant names at least 50% of the time. The z-measure serves as a reasonably good informativeness filter-three of the top So far, we have considered the upper-tail of informativeness scores; we have done our counting over unique words, thus overweighting rare ones. Here, we compile statistics across the full set of data and count each restaurant token occurrence separately. For each informativeness score, we compute the score for each unique word and rank the words according to score. Then, for each of the 1,968 tokens labeled as (part of) a restaurant name, we determine the token's rank. We compute both the average and median ranks of the restaurant tokens. Table 3 gives the average and median ranks of restaurant words for the various informativeness scores. The Mixture score gives the best average and median rank. The z-measure and x I -measure give slightly worse rankings. Residual IDF and Gain are better than the baseline 2 , while IDF yields worse rankings than the baseline. The average and median rank give us a good feel for how well a score works as a filter, but not necessarily as a feature in a natural language system. Next, we discuss an evaluation that may better reflect performance on a real task. Now we consider the average and median score of restaurant tokens. For each of the 1,968 tokens labeled as (part of) a restaurant name, we compute the informativeness score. We then take an average or median of those scores. We divide by the average or median score across all 56,018 tokens to attain a "relative" score. We do this so that absolute magnitude of the informativeness score is irrelevant; i.e. multiplication by a constant has no effect. Table 4 shows average and median relative scores for restaurant tokens. Of note is the fact that informativeness scores that produce good average/median ranks do not necessarily produce good average/median scores (e.g. z and x I ). Residual IDF gives the best average relative score; IDF gives the best median relative score. The Mixture score gives the second-best average relative score and second-best median relative score.
At this point, it seems sufficiently clear that the z-measure, the x I measure and Gain have relatively little to offer in terms of identifying informative words, at least when compared to Residual IDF, IDF and the Mixture score. We focus on RIDF, IDF and the Mixture score for the remainder of this paper.
Are Mixture and IDF Independent?
To this point, both Residual IDF and the Mixture Score appear to be excellent informativeness scores. Both have a high density of restaurant tokens in their highest ranks; for both measures, average/median ranks/scores are much better than baseline. IDF, however, ranks restaurant words poorly, but yields the best median relative score. Since IDF seems so different from the other two scores, we postulate that it might work well in combination.
We look at how well correlated the scores are. If two scores are highly correlated, there is little use in combining them-their combination will be similar to either score individually. However, if two scores are uncorrelated, then they are measuring different sorts of information and may produce a score in combination that is better at identifying informative words than either score individually.
First, we consider a very simple test on our restaurant data set: how much overlap is there in highly-rated restaurant words? For each of the scores, we choose a threshold that splits the restaurant words (approximately) in half. We then count the number of restaurant words that score above both thresholds. For scores that are independent of each other, we would expect the joint count to be about half of the individual count. Table 5 gives the individual and Our test provides evidence that the IDF and Mixture scores are independent, but it does not exclude the possibility that there are pockets of high correlation. Next, we consider more traditional measures. Figure 1 shows scatter plots of the pairs of scores. Residual IDF (RIDF) and Mixture show a high degree of correlation-knowledge of RIDF is very useful for attempting to predict Mixture score and vice versa. IDF and RIDF show correlation, at least partially reflecting the fact that IDF bounds RIDF. IDF and Mixture show little relation-there is no clear trend in the Mixture score as a function of IDF. These observations are reflected in correlation coefficients calculated on the data, shown in Table 6 . IDF and Mixture are practically uncorrelated, while the other score pairs show substantial correlation.
Score Names
Correlation Coefficient IDF/Mixture -0.0139 IDF/RIDF 0.4113 RIDF/Mixture 0.7380 together makes sense intuitively. They capture very different aspects of the way in which we would expect an informative word to behave. IDF captures rareness; the Mixture score captures a multi-modal or topic-centric nature. These are both aspects that partially identify informative words. Next we investigate whether a combination score is effective for identifying informative words.
Combining Mixture and IDF
We use the relaxation of the conjunction, a simple product, to combine IDF and Mixture. We denote this by "IDF*Mixture." Table 7 shows the top 10 tokens according to the IDF*Mixture score. Eight of the top 10 are used as restaurant names. Worth noting is that the other two words ("ribs" and "festival") were topics of discussions on the restaurant bulletin board. Here we give rank and relative score averages for IDF*Mixture. Table 9 gives the average and median ranks like before. Mixture still leads, but IDF*Mixture is not far behind. Table 10 gives the average and median relative scores. The relative score is affected by exponentiation, so we compare against squared versions of IDF, Mixture and Residual IDF. IDF*Mixture achieves the best median and is a close second for average relative score. IDF*Mixture appears to be a better informativeness score than either IDF or the Mixture score and very competitive against Residual IDF. In the next section, we describe the set-up for a "real" test: a named entity (restaurant name) extraction task.
NAMED ENTITY DETECTION
So far, we have focused on filtering. In this section, we consider on the task of detecting restaurant names. We use the informativeness scores as features in our classifier and report on how accurately restaurants are labeled on test data.
Performance Measures
The F-measure [15] , is commonly used to measure performance in problems where negative examples outnumber positive examples. We use the F1-measure ("F1"), which equally weights precision, p = tp tp+fp , and recall, r = 
F1 varies as we move our classification threshold along the real number line. To eliminate any effects of selecting a classification +1 −1 true +1 tp fn label −1 fp tn particular threshold, we report the maximum F1 score attained over all threshold values. We call this "F1 breakeven" in reference to a similarity it shares with precision-recall breakeven [10] ; the breakeven F1 tends to occur when precision and recall are nearly equal. However, unlike precisionrecall breakeven, F1 breakeven is well-defined.
Significance
Given two classifiers evaluated on the same test sets, we can determine whether one is better than the other using paired differences. We use the Wilcoxon signed rank test [16] ; it imposes a minimal assumption-that the difference distribution is symmetric about zero. The Wilcoxon test uses ranks of differences to yield finer-grained distinctions than a simple sign test.
We use the one-sided upper-tail test, which compares the zero-mean null hypothesis, H0 : θ = 0, against the hypothesis that the mean is greater than zero, H1 : θ > 0. We compute a statistic based on difference ranks. Let zi be the i th difference. Let ri be the rank of |zi|. Let ψi be a an indicator for zi:
The Wilcoxon signed rank statistic is:
Upper-tail probabilities for the null hypothesis are calculated for each possible value 3 . We reject H0 (and accept H1) if the probability mass is sufficiently small. We use α = 0.05 as the threshold below which we declare a result to be significant. Table 12 : Upper-tail probabilities for the null hypothesis.
Experimental Set-Up
We used 6-fold cross-validation for evaluation: for each of the six sets, we used the other five sets as training data for our classifier 4 . No data from the "test" set was ever used to select parameters for the corresponding classifier. However, since the test set for one fold is used in the training set for another, we note that our significance calculations may be overconfident.
For classification, we used a regularized least squares classifier (RLSC) [14] and used a base set of features like those used in [1] . Current, next and previous parts-of-speech (POS) were used, along with current-next POS pairs and previousnext POS pairs. We included features on the current, previous and next tokens indicating various types of location, capitalization, punctuation and character classes (firstWord, lastWord, initCap, allCaps, capPeriod, lowerCase, noAlpha and alphaNumeric). Unlike HMMs, CRFs or MMM networks, RLSC labels tokens independently (like an SVM does). We believe that using a better classifier would improve overall classification scores, but would not change relative performance ranking. . IDF*Mixture yields the larger average F1 breakeven, but we cannot say that the difference is significant. These results indicate that the IDF*Mixture product score is an effective informativeness criterion; it is better than Residual IDF and competitive with the IDF*RIDF product score. The IDF*Mixture product score substantially improves our ability to identify restaurant names in our data.
Experimental Results

SUMMARY
We introduced a new informativeness measure, the Mixture score, and compared it against a number of other informativeness criteria. We conducted a study on identifying restaurant names from posts to a restaurant discussion board. We found the Mixture score to be an effective restaurant word filter. Residual IDF was the only other measure found to be competitive. We found that the Mixture score and IDF identify independent aspects of informativeness. We took the relaxed conjunction (product) of the two scores, IDF*Mixture, and found it to be a more effective filter than either score individually. We conducted experiments on extracting named entities (restaurant names). Residual IDF performed better than either IDF or Mixture individually, but IDF*Mixture out-performed Residual IDF.
